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ABSTRACT 

At the direction of Dr. Gaborik and Melanie Hadaway, this report was formulated to 

include information on the following; Correspondence program allotments, activity 

opportunities, parent opinion, technology/connectivity policies and staffing models 

for IDEA, Cyberlynx, Raven, Mat-Su Central, and FOCUS. Potential revenues for the 

FNSBSD are discussed. Staffing budgets are provided for Cyberlynx and Mat-Su 

Central. Survey research results are provided to include parent feedback regarding 

Alaska correspondence programs, specifically those residing within the Fairbanks 

North Star Borough School District. Marketing avenues, marketing cost estimates and 

staffing expansion is covered. Finally, recommendations to the Fairbanks North Star 

Borough School District School Board are provided as a final product of extensive 

comparison research.  

METHODS 

DATA COLLECTION 

The following resources were used to collect data; Alaska state law statutes 

pertaining to correspondence programs; program handbooks for the 2014/2015 school 

year; online database searches (DEED); meetings with leadership from multiple 

programs; Alaska Department of Education and Early Development emails/phone 

conferences; parent opinion meetings; visits to educational workshops; quote requests 

from businesses for marketing; and survey collection.  

To capture student enrollees across the state of Alaska, report card data from each 

correspondence program were gathered for the years 2011/2012, 2012/2013, and 

2013/2014. Trends were calculated for each targeted program over the 

aforementioned years. 

Test score data comparing seven correspondence programs from the school year 

2013/14 were gathered via the Department of Education and Early Development.   

SURVEY METHODOLOGY 

Survey participants were recruited from a homeschool curriculum fair and a Kindle 

giveaway was used as a means to incentivize participation. Additionally, survey 

questions were developed with the intent to measure public opinion of BEST; to 

collect recommendations by parents and compare opinion of alternative programs 

offered in Alaska. Polling was conducted via the online survey resource Survey 

Monkey. 
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RESULTS 

ALASKA CORRESPONDENCE PROGRAM DEMOGRAPHIC 

The following programs constitute the entire population of 

homeschool/correspondence programs available in the state of Alaska. The students 

enrolled in these programs do not reflect the homeschool population who are 

considered “Independent Homeschoolers” (students who do not enroll in any type of 

accredited program).   

Total student enrollment was captured for each of the following programs; AK TEACH, 

Alaska Reach Academy, Alaska Virtual Academy, Bristol Bay Correspondence, 

Connections, Cordova Innovative Learning Program, CyberLynx, Delta-Greely 

Homeschool, Denali Peak Program, Dillingham Correspondence, Distance Learning 

Center, Extensions Correspondence, Fairbanks BEST, Family Partnership,  FAST Track, 

FOCUS Homeschool, Frontier Charter School, Haines Home School, HomeBRIDGE, IDEA, 

Lakeview Home School, Mat-Su Central, NWABSD Homeschool, PACE Statewide 

Correspondence, Raven Correspondence, Reach Home School Support, Twindly-Bridge 

Charter School, Upstream Learning, Valdez Homeschool Program and Yakutat LEAD 

School.  

Analysis showed that the FNSBSD BEST captured 2% of all homeschool students in the 

2011/2012 school year, 3% in the 2012/2013 school year and 2% in the 2013/2014 

school year. Interior District Education of Alaska (IDEA) captured 34% of all 

homeschool enrollees for the 2011/2012 school year, a decrease to 32% in the 

2012/2013 school year and slight increase to 33% in 2013/2014. Raven netted 10% of 

enrollment in 2011/12, 11% in 2012/13 and 11% again in 2013/14, showing a slight 

upward trend in their enrollment. CyberLynx has maintained 7% of all enrollees over 

the years 2011-2014, showing neither a decrease nor increase in enrollment patterns. 

Mat-Su Central netted 12% of Alaska homeschool students in 2011/12, and 13% from 

2012-2014. Finally, FOCUS captured 2% of the homeschooling population over years 

2011-2014, showing no change in enrollment patterns. (Development, 2015) 

IDEA maintains the highest student count for enrollment, with Mat-Su second, Raven 

third, and CyberLynx fourth.  

Figures 1, 2, 3 and 4 graphically demonstrate student share by programs of interest.  
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[Fig. 1]                                                              [Fig. 2]    

      

 

   

 

 

[Fig. 3] 

                                                                                                                                                                        

 

[Fig. 4] 

FAIRBANKS ENROLLMENT 

An accurate student breakdown shows that the IDEA Fairbanks region has 801 students 

enrolled as of June 2015. Roughly 50 of those students are in preschool, yielding no 

monetary revenue to the program (Cline, 2015). 
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Raven serves 340 students in the Fairbanks area, with an additional 86 students 

enrolled at their Delta location (School, 2015). 

CyberLynx serves 185 full time Fairbanks students and 30 Nenana students. 

Collaboratively, IDEA, CyberLynx, Raven and BEST serve a total of 1,511 

homeschooling students.  

IDEA, Raven, CyberLynx, and Focus offer opportunities for Pre-K scholarships ranging 

from $200-$455 per student, with the contingency that an older sibling is currently 

enrolled in the program. Mat-Su Central allows parents to use up to $500 from 

another siblings’ allotment for their Pre-K student, while BEST and Kenai’s 

Connections do not offer a Pre-K stipend.  

BEST BUDGET OVERVIEW 

For the school year 2014-2015, BEST had a total budget of $1,589,816.20. The 

projected student enrollment, based off the previous year’s enrollment, was 269. The 

actual student enrollment totaled 235 students, which lead to a $356,625 budget 

deficit. 2015-16 proposed budgets include an additional certified salary position for 

BEST leadership. 

Overall, the projected BEST deficit is $551,447 for the 2015-16 school year. An 

additional 150 students are needed to place BEST over the break-even threshold. 

Student allotment expenditures would likely increase by $161,700, and revenues 

would increase by $787,050. With 385 total students enrolled, BEST would have a 

$73,903 profit assuming expenditure trends and staffing remained constant.  

POTENTIAL REVENUES  

As discussed in the student demographic segment, Fairbanks alone has over 1,511 

correspondence students. This number is conservative, as it only combines students 

from BEST, IDEA, Cyberlynx and Raven. Student count by location is not available 

from FOCUS or alternative programs. The potential revenue generated from an 

increase in student enrollment could reach up to $6,695,172. In addition to BEST’s 

student enrollment, 1,276 students are currently homeschooling in the Fairbanks 

area. Using 90% of the state’s 2015 BSA we calculate the following: (90% x $5830) x 

1,276 = $6,695,172.   

STATEWIDE PROGRAMS 

Of the programs researched for comparison purposes, it was found that all, with the 

exception of Kenai Connections and Fairbanks BEST, are considered statewide 

correspondence programs. IDEA’s offices are located in Fairbanks, Kenai, Anchorage, 

Wasilla and Juneau. Yukon-Koyukuk’s Raven program has offices based out of 
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Fairbanks, Anchorage, Juneau, Wasilla and Delta. Nenana’s Cyberlynx program has 

offices based out of Fairbanks, Anchorage, Delta, Nenana, and Wasilla. FOCUS has 

offices in Valdez, Anchorage and Fairbanks. Mat-Su Central’s only office is located in 

Wasilla, although they are still a statewide serving program.  

ALLOTMENTS BY PROGRAM  

Student allotments showed little variance by program, although two programs provide 

a larger than average allocation. Mat-Su Central offers the highest allotment, with 

MSC offering additional monies for students in their Junior/Senior year who have 

achieved MCA Honors. CyberLynx offers the highest stipend to pre-K students who do 

not generate revenue, but do incentivize multiple student enrollment and 

longstanding relationship between family and program. Below is a chart detailing 

allotment allocations by grade.  

 

[Fig. 5] 

STAFFING MODEL 

Fairbanks BEST has three districtwide correspondence teachers on staff, two 

secretaries, one administrator secretary, one tutor and one districtwide cooperative 

extensions coordinator. Students in the BEST program do have access to SPED 

teachers within the Fairbanks North Star Borough School District.  

Galena’s IDEA program has five field representatives, one each in Fairbanks, 

Anchorage, Juneau, Kenai and Wasilla. These field reps are homeschooling parents on 

staff with IDEA. Additionally, IDEA employed 31 educators in the 2013/14 school year, 

16 of which hold bachelor degrees and 15 with masters. Contact teachers specialize 

based on grade level. Fairbanks IDEA, for example, staffs one contact teacher who 

primarily meets with students in the 11th and 12th grades, while another teacher 

meets with students in the 9th and 10th grades, and another who meets with 

elementary students. IDEA also has Special Education teachers on staff.  

Yukon-Koyukuk’s Raven program employees a total of 11 advisory teachers, two 

counselors, one graduation coach, two family representatives, two administrative 

clerks and five administrative assistants.  

Grade Level BEST I.D.E.A. RAVEN PEAK (Denali) Cyberlynx Mat-Su Central Kenai Connections AKTEACH (Kodiak) Focus Homeschool

Pre-K Not 

Offered

$200 $250 Scholarships 

Available

$455 Not Offered Not Offered Not Offered Scholarships Available

K-2nd $2,000 $1,800 $2,000 $2,000 $2,000 $2,200 $1,900 $1,800 1600

3rd $2,000 $1,800 $2,000 $2,300 $2,000 $2,200 $1,900 $1,800 1600

4th-8th $2,200 $2,000 $2,000 $2,300 $2,300 $2,200 $2,100 $2,000 1800

9th-12th $2,400 $2,400 $2,400 $2,700 $2,400 $2,200 $2,400 $2,400 2000

11th with MCA Honors N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A $2,500 N/A N/A N/A

12th with MCA Honors N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A $2,700 N/A N/A N/A
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The Fairbanks office staffs three advisory teachers, one of which is SPED certified, 

two counselors, one graduation coach, one administrative assistant, one 

administrative clerk and one family representative. The Anchorage office staffs three 

advisory teachers, one administrative assistant and one administrative clerk. Their 

Wasilla location staffs two advisory teachers, one administrative assistant and one 

family representative. The Juneau location staffs two advisory teachers, one of which 

is a SPED teacher, and one administrative assistant who is also a family 

representative. The Delta location staffs one advisory teacher and one administrative 

assistant.    

Cyberlynx staffs a total of 12 educators. Two teachers are located in Fairbanks, one 

teacher in Delta, one teacher in Anchorage. In Wasilla they staff one K-12 

teacher/SPED, one teacher assistant and one administrative assistant. The Nenana 

offices staff one principal, one administrative assistant, one teacher, one family 

accountant and one testing coordinator.  

Mat-Su Central staffs a total of 37 educators. They have one principal, two guidance 

counselors, 15 advisory teachers, five of which are online support teachers, one math 

and technology teacher for online support, one librarian, two graduation specialists, 

one special services staff, one art teacher, one music teacher, one speech pathology 

specialist, one north valley specialist, two administrative assistants, two community 

liaisons, one registrar, one accountant, two secretaries, one school nurse and one IT 

support specialist. 

Kenai Connections has office locations in Soldotna, Homer and Seward. They staff a 

total of eighteen educators. Connections in Soldotna staffs one principal, three 

secretaries, five advisors, one resource manager and one technical support specialist. 

Connections in Homer staff two secretaries, and three advisors. Connections in 

Seward staffs one secretary and one advisor.  

The FOCUS staffing model was not available.  

STAFF BUDGETS  

The total budget for the Fairbanks BEST staff, inclusive of benefits, was $692,620 for 

the 2014/15 school year. Budgets included a $12,148.20 allotment for supplies and $0 

for student travel.  

The total budget for Nenana’s Cyberlynx staff, inclusive of benefits, was 

$1,216,544.31 for the 2014/2015 school year. Provisions in the budget were made to 

include $12,000 for student travel, $1,026,000.00 for supplies and media, and $33,000 

for Communications (District N. C., 2015). 
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The total budget for the Mat-Su Central staff, inclusive of benefits was $2,964,402 for 

the 2014/2015 school year. Budgets allowed a $1,500 allocation for student travel and 

$3,185,900 for supplies and media.  

I attempted on several occasions to obtain copies of program budgets from IDEA, 

Raven and others. IDEA staff did provide Galena City School District’s audit reports, 

although these did not show detailed expenses for just the IDEA program. When asked 

to provide the detailed reports, they informed me they do not have staff on hand to 

generate the request. Raven was unwilling to provide any records/reports.  

PARENT ADVISORY COMMITTEE (PAC) MODELS 

Parent Advisory Committees (PAC) groups vary by program. IDEA’s PAC is tasked with 

planning local activities and events, developing new ideas and providing parent input. 

“The Galena School Board brings a representative for each of the five PACs to Galena 

each year to learn more about the district and meet with them in person” (IDEA, 

2015). 

Mat-Su Central’s Academic Advising Council is unique because it is made up of several 

member components and has a member requirement.   

“A permanent Academic Advisory Council shall be formed, consisting of seven to nine 

members that shall be empowered by the School Board to make policy and budgetary 

recommendations to District Administration and the School Board that define the Mat-

Su Central School philosophy, mission, vision, policies, administrative regulations, 

practices, and procedures in accordance with State law and regulation. The 

Committee shall consist of parents of students enrolled in the program, school staff, 

one appointed School Board member, one non-voting MCS Student Government 

student, and one Superintendent designee from the District Office. The majority of 

the Council shall be made up of parents of students enrolled in the program. The 

Academic Advisory Council will meet at least once monthly” (Central, 2015). 

In addition to combining expertise from parents, the oversight of a School Board 

member, assistance from school staff, and superintendent presence, Mat-Su Central 

also relies heavily on student input.  

Raven Correspondence has an established PAC that meets monthly locally, and 

program-wide quarterly. Raven’s Parent Advisory Council, along with the Regional 

School Board, is responsible for the following:  

“1. Provide input for local and program-wide activities and field trips 
2. Review policies and procedures 
3. Review local office Parent Designed Courses 
4. Support program initiatives and events 
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5. Support Accreditation process.”  (School, 2015) 
 
“CyberLynx parents and teachers serve on the (PAC).  
The PAC has meetings in the site offices as needed to:   
Solicit parent comments and concerns   
Provide direct input on policy development and implementation  
To advise the principal about texts and learning materials, to be recommended for 
approval by the District School Board.” (Program, 2015) 
 

TECHNOLOGY AND CONNECTIVITY 

Technology options for students vary from program to program. BEST offers an 

opportunity for students to purchase technology equipment and receive a 

reimbursement from BEST for ½ of the purchase price, up to $499 from their 

allotment. Any technology purchases $250 or less are reimbursed 100%. After 

technology has been purchased, it is owned outright by the student.  

BEST allows 100% reimbursement of high speed internet. Reimbursements come out of 

student allotment.  

According to IDEA’s technology policy, they offer an opportunity for students to lease 

a computer with no out of pocket expense, a printer for a $25 allotment deduction, or 

reimbursement of up to $500 out of allotment for a tablet. IDEA also provides $100 

towards accessories and $100 for tablet warranties. Internet reimbursement is 

provided, although the capped amount is not disclosed.  

Raven Correspondence has a couple options listed in their student handbook for 

procuring a computer. Students can participate in one of the following; computer 

reimbursement program, computer purchase program, or High School 1:1 program.  

The reimbursement program requires students to purchase the computer ($500+) up 

front, then receive reimbursements of $38/month. This is not deducted from the 

student allotment account. Payments are dependent on work samples and enrollment 

status. The computer purchase program pays for the computer out of student 

allotment, but is a 3 year commitment at $450/year. Students enrolled full-time can 

participate in the 1:1 program, where a Chromebook is utilized. Funding is deducted 

from student accounts, although cost isn’t specified (School, 2015). 

Kenai Connections provides a couple options for student computer acquisition.  

“Check-Out Option: Students are provided a Windows computer, and require a 

$25/yearly deduction from allotment to cover insurance. Students are required to 

return computers in the condition they were received.  
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Rent-to-Own (RTO) Option: Rent to Own (RTO) Laptop: This option allows each 

Connections student in the family to have their own laptop. This option requires four 

years of consecutive enrollment with Connections. When selecting this option, one-

fourth of the cost of the laptop will be deducted from the student's allotment each 

year for four complete years. Ownership of the laptop is then transferred to the 

student. Early RTO buyouts are not allowed. 

Tablets: Tablets may be purchased via Connections, although insurance is not 

required and the tablets must be returned to Connections as they are KPBSD property.  

Connections Internet Reimbursement: Connections will reimburse parents up to 

$125/monthly for internet service. This is deducted from the student’s allotment.” 

(Connections, 2015) 

Cyberlynx offers a variety of opportunities that include iPad purchase, Computer 

Leasing, and Computer Procurement options.  

CyberLynx’s technology requisition policy is included below:  

“1) Reimbursement of $199.99 taken out of student account. At the end of the year 

families will have no obligation of a payoff amount or need to return the IPAD to 

CyberLynx. 

 2) Can be submitted as a Computer Lease, see below Computer Procurement 

Programs.  

3) Up to $500 taken out of student allotment which will have a three years 

deprecation value. If student withdraws prior to the third year, families will be 

obligated to return the IPAD to the district or reimburse CyberLynx the difference of 

the deprecation value: Student does not re-enroll for a second year and wishes to 

keep the IPAD, 35% of the reimbursed amount will need to be returned to CyberLynx. 

Student does not re-enroll for a third year and wishes to keep the IPAD, 15% of the 

reimbursed amount will need to be returned to CyberLynx. 

To participate in a computer program, at least one child in the family must be a 

fulltime CyberLynx student. Computer Procurement Programs: Families can acquire 

multiple computers through our computer programs, if the family full-time student 

count is three or more; One computer per two full time students (2 students = 1 

computer, 3-4 students = 2 computers, 5-6 students = 3 computers). A family may re-

qualify for a computer program after three years (as long as at least one child in the 

family continues to be a full-time CyberLynx student). Computer Leasing program, a 

“year” will start on the purchase date on the computer receipt. Computer Assignment 
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program, a “year” is fiscal school year. Assigned computers will not be available until 

October 15th. Computer reimbursement payments will not be available until Nov 15th.  

1. Computer Leasing Program 

 To participate in the CyberLynx Computer Leasing Program, a family first purchases a 

new computer during the school year. The signed lease form and original receipt for 

the computer purchase must be sent to the Nenana CyberLynx Office. CyberLynx then 

leases the computer from the family for $38 per month;  Payments are made starting 

November 15th and will continue for up to three years (36 months) or until the 

purchase price of the computer has been reached. If the purchase price is reached 

before the 3 years is reached, families will have to wait until the 3 years deadline is 

reached to purchase an another computer. Lease payments terminate on the date 

November 15. 

2. Computer Assignment Agreement 

With a $200 (out of pocket) security deposit families can receive a new laptop 

computer. Checks will be deposited into the school’s account upon receipt. A 

computer will not be issued to a family until their deposit check has cleared the 

bank. Computers will not be available until October 15th. The Nenana office must 

receive the deposit (money order or check only) with a signed Computer 

Assignment Agreement before the computers will be ordered or delivered. 

Beginning with the current school year, and continuing with the following two 

school years, a withdrawal will be taken from the student allotment to pay for the 

computer. For a Dell laptop, the annual withdrawal will be $375. At the end of a 

three-year period students/families may purchase the computer by forfeiting their 

deposit.” (Program, 2015) 

Additionally, CyberLynx families may submit receipts for internet service for 

reimbursement of up to $50/monthly. This does not come out of student allotments.  

Mat-Su Central has a 3-year option for technology purchases available. 

 “3-Year Plan options are: MacBook Pro and MacBook Air laptops  

• MCS re-enrolling families and new families from other homeschool programs are 

eligible. 

 • Eligible parents/students would have option of 3-year program plan or current 

1-year plan  

• Allotment deduction to be divided in thirds of initial price; any remainder added 

to first deduction.  
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• Returned computers are re-circulated into the 3-year computer program. 

Computers may be transferred to another sibling or family without disrupting 

allotment deduction schedule. 

 • If family and student withdraws or returns computer, balance of 3-year 

deductions may be deducted from allotment immediately. 

 • In this plan, AR 3270.2 does not apply until after 3rd year for purchasing 

computers.  

• 3-Year Plan available to students in Grades K-10. 11th and 12th grade students 

must receive prior approval from MCS administrator. 

 • All other agreements stated in current MCS Family Handbook apply (Central, 

2015) 

Home internet access will be reimbursed up to a monthly maximum of $70.00 for 

one to two enrolled student(s) and $80.00 for a family with three or more enrolled 

students. Mobile internet access may be reimbursed when home internet access is 

not available. Families may appeal guideline exception(s) and troubleshoot home 

internet network thru MCS Technologist. MCS can provide 3G and 4G mobile 

devices as approved by Advisors and other program requirements.” (Central, 2015) 

 

ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE (2013/2014) 

ADVANCED SCORES – READING, WRITING, MATH, SCIENCE 

The following graphs represent advanced academic achievement by program for all 

grade levels. Scores were collected via Alaska standardized testing for the 2013/2014 

school year. Kenai students scored 43.21%, the highest in the advanced reading 

category. Their students also scored the highest in advanced writing. BEST students 

scored the highest overall in advanced math (28.06%) and advanced science (39.68%). 

(Development, 2015) 

 

[Fig. 6] 
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[Fig. 7]                                                           [Fig. 8]  

 

[Fig. 9]               [Fig. 10] 

PROFICIENT SCORES – READING, WRITING, MATH, SCIENCE  

For the 2013/2014 school year, CyberLynx students achieved the highest proficiency 

standing in reading (46.84%). BEST students demonstrated the highest proficiency in 

writing (63.77%). CyberLynx students scored the highest proficiency in math (46.52%). 

Kenai Connections students achieved the highest rate of proficiency in science 

(46.53%) (Development, 2015). 
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[Fig. 11] 

  

[Fig. 12]                  [Fig. 13] 

  

[Fig. 14]               [Fig. 15]   
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BELOW PROFICIENT SCORES – READING, WRITING, MATH, SCIENCE 

The following graphs illustrate below proficient scores scoring of students by program 

for the 2013/14 school year. Raven had the highest amount of students scoring below 

proficient in both reading (11.99%) and writing (22.32%).  Kenai Connections had the 

highest rate of students who score below proficient in math (21.18%), and CyberLynx 

students had the highest rate of below proficient scores in science (32.35%). 

(Development, 2015) 

 

[Fig. 16]       [Fig. 17]  

 

[Fig. 18]               [Fig. 19] 

FAR BELOW PROFICIENT SCORES – READING, WRITING, MATH, SCIENCE 

IDEA students scored the highest percentage of far below proficient in reading 

(5.15%). Raven scored the highest in far below proficient in writing (5.18%), and also 

in math (20.78%). IDEA students scored the highest percentage of far below proficient 

(14.40%) in science (Development, 2015). 
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[Fig. 20] 

PARENT SURVEY 

PARTICIPANT OVERVIEW 

Parents of homeschooling students who live in the Fairbanks North Star Borough 

School District were invited to participate in an online survey. Twenty-nine families 

participated in the survey, yielding data for sixty-six students, with the exception of 

one family opting not to disclose the number of students currently homeschooling.  

Below is the demographic of participants by program. The “INDEPENDENT” label 

represents survey participants who are not affiliated with any program whatsoever.     

      
[Fig. 21] 
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The following graph demonstrates the demographic breakdown of surveyed students 

by program.  

 

[Fig. 22] 

PARENT SATISFACTION 

Homeschooling parents were asked to answer YES/NO on the following question: “I am 

satisfied with our current homeschool program.” Of the 29 families participating in 

the survey, 1 family skipped this question. The results concluded that within the 

survey sample, 100% of parents are satisfied with both the Raven and FOCUS 

programs, while 86% of parents are satisfied with CyberLynx, 80% of independent 

homeschoolers are satisfied without a program, 67% of parents are satisfied with 

IDEA, and 50% of parents are satisfied with BEST.  

 

[Fig. 23] 
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The survey then asked parents to provide answers to the following question: I feel our 

program respects and empowers parents to best educate our student(s). Twenty-

seven families answered this question, while two families skipped. 67% of IDEA 

families felt the program respects parents, 50% of BEST families felt respected, 86% of 

FOCUS families felt respected, 71% of CyberLynx families felt respected with the 

remainder of respondents being neutral, and 100% of families from Raven felt the 

program respected them. Figures 24 – 27 illustrate feedback for IDEA, BEST, FOCUS, 

CyberLynx and Raven.  

  

[Fig. 24]                                                        [Fig. 25] 

 

[Fig. 26]                                                          [Fig. 27] 

 

 

[Fig. 28] 
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PARENT ADVISORY COMMITTEES 

Following questions on if parents felt their program supports and empowers them as 

educators of their children, they were asked about Parent Advisory Committees (PAC) 

groups. They were initially asked if their current program has a PAC in place. If they 

answered yes, they were asked to provide a yes/no response to the question “Do you 

actively participate in your program’s PAC?” The results show that 30% of parents 

participate, while 50% do not and 20% sometimes engage.  

 

 

[Fig. 29]              [Fig. 30]  

Of the participants who are not enrolled in a program with a PAC in place, 45% of 

parents responded they would actively participate if the opportunity was offered, and 

55% responded that they might participate. 

ALLOTMENTS AND VENDOR SERVICES 

With respect to vendor services, participants were asked to provide a yes/no answer 

to the question, “I prefer a program that offers the option to pay for activities 

directly to the vendor”. 85% of parents preferred a program that will pay directly for 

extra-curricular services, while 15% did not.  

 [Fig. 31] 
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In addition to vendor services, parents were asked to indicate if they are satisfied 

with student allotment amounts. The average allotment amount amongst programs of 

interest is $1892.60/student. Surprisingly, only 15% of parents participating in the 

survey were not satisfied with allotment amounts. 85% of parents were, indicating 

minor changes in allotment amounts are not a driving factor for program satisfaction.   

 

[Fig. 32] 

Based on parent responses, IDEA, BEST, Raven, and FOCUS offer a pooled family 

allotment, while Cyberlynx does not. 92% of parents expressed that they prefer 

rollover allotments, while 8% do not.  

 

[Fig. 33] 
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agreed with the survey question, 43% agreed, 21% were neutral and only 11% strongly 

disagreed.  

 

[Fig. 34] 

Parents were then asked to answer the following question: I place a high priority on 

homeschool clubs (robotics, Lego, rifle…) when choosing a homeschool program. Only 

4% strongly agreed, while 33% agreed and the majority (41%) of parents remained 

neutral. 15% of parents disagreed, and 7% strongly disagreed. From this data we can 

conclude that while homeschooling clubs are important to 1/3 of this population, 2/3 

of the population do not consider clubs a driving factor in program selection.  

 

[Fig. 35] 
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[Fig. 36] 

BEST STUDENT RESPONSES 

100% of families who participated in the survey and currently have students enrolled 

in BEST answered that they are planning to re-enroll in BEST for the 2015/16 school 

year.  

All participants were asked if they have heard of the BEST program. 14% of parents 

had not heard of BEST, while 86% have.  

 

[Fig. 37] 
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participate in state testing. 72% of parents agreed, while 28% will not change 

programs due to testing policies.  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

[Fig. 38]               [Fig. 39] 

ENRICHMENT OPPORTUNITIES 

Enrichment opportunities vary by program. Fairbanks BEST has provided field trips to 

the following businesses/local attractions; NC Machinery, the Fairbanks Daily News 

Miner, the Morris Thompson Cultural Center, and the Alaska Ice Park. BEST also has 

offered Science Fridays and “Reading with Rover”. Additionally, students enrolled in 

BEST have the option to take up to two classes at a local school.  

IDEA offers “Enrichment Days” which consist of hands on activities conducted by staff 

during an entire day event. The also encourage workshop participation (paid for out 

of allotments. Additionally, their students often compete in local Spelling Bees.  

Mat-Su Central provides a myriad of activity opportunities for students, both in-house 

and field trips. They also provide bus transportation to/from venue events. Some 

examples of their activities include Free Family Skate Day, Rock-On Climbing Field 

Trip, Beauty and the Beast Field Trip, Coastal Studies Trip to Homer, Fall Carnival, 

Brick by Brick (Lego Exhibit), Family Movie Night!, Stop Cyberbullying/ Internet Safety 

Workshop, Visit the Anchorage Zoo, and many, many others. Mat-Su Central also has 

“On-Site” music and art classes offered by teachers in the main building. Students 

have the opportunity to check out instruments from the Music Instructor, or purchase 

instruments via allotment deductions. Instruments that are not purchased are placed 

into MSC’s inventory circulation.  

MSC does not have its own sports program, however. Students who are enrolled in the 

Mat-Su Borough School District have the right to participate in sports with a local 

school of their choice. (Central, 2015) 
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Kenai Connections offers Ice Cream Socials, talent shows, work skills workshops, 

community awareness classes and trips to Barren Island. 

 “Connections offers access to the District Media Center/Connections Resource 

Center, which includes a wonderful collection of teaching kits, videos, books and 

professional materials. The catalog of materials is available via the Internet.  

Classes are available to Connections students through the local school of their 

attendance area. Full time Connections students may take up to two classes per 

semester, or (a maximum of 1 credit per semester).” (Connections, 2015) 

Furthermore, Connections has pursued expansion for student opportunities in their 

strategic planning for FY13-17.  

“3.4.3.1 Provide opportunities to expand student's knowledge of community events 

thru advisor led meetings and planned activities (Advisors) Comments on Status: 

Caring for the Kenai meeting; Hay maze, solid rock snow tubing, college fair; financial 

aid night, early literacy awareness, outdoor education community activities, 

construction fair. 

3.4.3.2 Establish school to work (career-ready) learning opportunities for at risk 

students. Comments on Status: Work force development academies; plumbing, 

welding, construction, drafting, Construction career fair, Ace academy, Steam ahead, 

Challenger Learning Center academies, intro to career pathways class, employability 

skills class. Secondary Advisors have given PCLP folders to reenrolling students and 

discussed student progress toward APS qualifications.” (Connections, KPBSD 

Connections Homeschool Program, 2015) 

MARKETING CONTENT, ADVERTISEMENT & COST 

CONTENT 

Most state programs in assessed in this report have a mission/vision statement in 

place. Within each program’s handbook, the following verbiage is capitalized on:  

1. Support for parent empowerment and respect for families’ curricular choices, 

or; 
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2. How the program provides unique technology opportunities coupled with 

flexibility, or; 

3. Cultural and educational bridging.  

Large programs, such as IDEA, Raven, and Mat-Su, capitalize on this strategy which 

undoubtedly contributes to their popularity. IDEA uses the following verbiage in their 

messages to parents:   

“We were the first in the state to offer a program like this, treating the parents with 

respect and allowing a great deal of flexibility in materials and teaching methods.” 

(IDEA, 2015) 

 “At IDEA we believe that you know your child best. We are here to help you with the 

educational end of things, but you know what makes your child tick better than we 

ever will! We partner with you as you make the educational decisions that are best 

for your child.” (IDEA, 2015) 

Raven focuses on providing a combination of culture and education in their support 

team.  

“The mission of Raven Correspondence School, in conjunction with the Yukon-Koyukuk 

School District, is to provide support to parents so that they can prepare their 

children to become life-long learners, problem-solvers, and contributing members of 

their family, community, and society by providing meaningful experiences that create 

understanding of their cultural heritage and the technological world.” (School, 2015) 

Mat-Su Central capitalizes on crediting parents, as well as Mat-Su Central’s unique 

technology opportunities for students:  

“Even as Mat-Su Central School has grown and changed to suit the needs of our 

students, we continue to maintain personal contact with students and home teachers 

as the "heart and soul" of our delivery system.” (Central, 2015) 

Historically, BEST has concentrated marketing efforts primarily on class opportunities 

in local schools.  

ADVERTISEMENT 

Each program packages and markets their unique “branded” message – IDEA focuses 

on respect and empowerment, Raven concentrates on cultural education, and Mat-Su 

Central focuses on innovative technology workshops and career readiness. Programs 

advertise their brand via numerous avenues; primarily paper ads, online ads, social 

media, television commercials, radio ads, representation at local events, and most 

importantly, word of mouth.  
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Kenai Connections included Public Communications in their strategic plan for FY13-17.  

“Public Relationships: Educate stakeholders through consistent ongoing 

communication while promoting district programs and performance. Comments on 

Status: Media: 3 local radio stations; seven plus newspapers with school stories on a 

regular basis. 6/19/13: District-level status based on average progress of supporting 

objectives.” (Connections, Kenai Connections, 2015) 

COSTS 

Print and online display advertisements were sent out late September of 2014 for 

BEST marketing. Four print ads were run in both the Alaska Post (Wainwright) and 

Fairbanks Daily News Miner, one online ad and one Flyer board ad. The total invoice 

amount for September ads was $1054.66.  

The following “Back to School” ad rates are quoted from the Fairbanks Daily News 

Miner for 2015 advertisement.  

 

[Fig. 40] 

The deadline to submit an ad is July 13th. The ads will be published on August 1st in 

the Fairbanks Daily News Miner and July 31st in the Alaska Post.  

For print and television advertising, Neumuth Advertising can provide graphic design, 

media production and ad placement services. Below are general quotes for their 

services.  

Graphics - $70/hour 

Average TV Ad (writing, shooting & editing) - $700 

Average Radio Ad (writing script & producing) - $140 
Placement:  
Suggested minimum monthly TV budget: $1500 or more 
Suggested minimum monthly Radio budget: $750 or more  
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RECOMMENDATIONS 

ADVERTISING 

The recommendation includes revision of the budget to provide an advertising 

allowance. This needs to be the highest priority for strategic planning, since an 

advertising plan is currently nonexistent. Radio, production, television and newspaper 

print will add roughly $8,000 to the yearly budget for strong a summer advertising 

push. This is necessary in order to secure students for the 2015/2016 school year and 

reverse the declining enrollment trend BEST faces.  

Suggested advertising budget based on the Neumuth Company quote:   

$840 – TV Ad Production & Radio Script  

$3000 – Suggested TV Ad Placement for 2 months 

$1500 – Suggested Radio Placement for 2 months  

$2000 – Back to School Paper Print Ads – 1 Month  

 

Use of social media, newspaper print in all local papers and online advertising, radio, 

a Tanana Valley State Fair booth (August), and television commercial ads will reach 

the greatest capacity of people possible. The time frame to initiate advertising is in 

the month of July, and content preparations in June.  

STATEWIDE EXPANSION 

Based on the comparison research of the Fairbanks North Star Borough School District 

BEST program to alternative correspondence programs, it is recommended that BEST 

expand into a statewide program. This can be achieved by re-submitting the 

Correspondence Program Statement of Assurance Form, indicating the BEST program 

wishes to expand statewide. The aforementioned form may be found on the Alaska 

Statewide Correspondence School page on the Department of Education and Early 

Development. Should BEST expand statewide, further research would be required to 

determine whether to model after IDEA by expanding to more office locations, or 

model after Mat-Su Central and pursue a single building to support an online distance 

program. 

LOCATION EXPANSION 

BEST is currently located in a suite on the second floor of the Fairbanks North Star 

Borough School District Building. The space feels small, outdated and non-inviting for 

families with more than a couple children. It’s nearly impossible to accommodate a 

full workshop in BEST’s current space, and the room certainly would not 
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accommodate workshops when there is a higher volume of enrollment. It is 

recommended to move locations to provide a more appealing space for parents who 

wish to explore BEST’s curriculum/book resources, meet with teachers, participate in 

activities or workshops, and utilize updated computer labs.  

The cost-effective option is for BEST to move into the empty space on the second 

floor of Ryan Middle School. Naturally, ample space would be provided, a new 

technology center could be created and resources would be easily accessible for 

parents. Moreover, building operating costs would not be an issue, freeing up 

revenues that can be allocated in new technology for computer labs. It is important to 

remember that this option would likely deter traditional homeschool families from 

enrolling in BEST due to the “Brick and Mortar” school setting.  

Another option is to relocate BEST into an entirely new area that segments the 

program from other entities of the FNSBSD. Of course, the trade-off is building cost.  

IDEA has an open layout plan with a large office space that facilitates a several 

offices, a library, resource space, and workshop area. A space similar to this would 

also need to have a generous parking area for parents. To accommodate expansion, a 

space would need to be roughly 2,400 square feet with an open floor plan. A quote 

was obtained for a Fairbanks rental of this capacity. Rent was estimated at 

$1.60/square foot, inclusive of water, heat, sewer, maintenance and electric. The 

total additional monthly expense would add $3,840 to the budget, assuming a 3-5 

year lease. 

STAFFING 

With a new leadership position in BEST for the 2015/2016 school year, the 

recommendation is to open a position for a family representative to provide 

feedback, recommendations, and staff support. Programs such as IDEA, FOCUS, 

RAVEN, MAT-SU Central, and CyberLynx all employee staff with previous 

homeschooling experience.   

Contingent on increased student enrollment, it is also recommended to add a part 

time Activity Development Coordinator to the staff, and a part time Public Relations 

Specialist for BEST. There is a tremendous opportunity for BEST to establish a strong 

Advanced Technology and CTE (Career and Technical Education) partnership. To 

accomplish this, a strong team of specialists, current staff and future additions 

combined, will be needed to expand BEST. 

PARENT ADVISORY COMMITTEE DEVELOPMENT  

BEST should develop a Parent Advisory Committee that models after Mat-Su Central; 

including staff members, parents and a school board member. The committee will be 
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responsible for developing BEST’s philosophy, mission, vision, policies, administrative 

regulations, practices, and procedures. 

PERFORMANCE EVALUATIONS 

It is recommended to adopt bi-yearly parent evaluation forms, similar to that of Mat-

Su Central. This provides an opportunity for parents to express praises, thoughts and 

concerns on their teacher’s performance. Mat-Su’s AAC is responsible for question 

development of these surveys. It is suggested that BEST’s future PAC group be 

involved in this process alongside staff members. 

ADDITIONAL INCENTIVES  

As a program that is somewhat new to the homeschooling community, and certainly at 

the beginning stages of expansion, the recommendation is to model after Mat-Su 

Central by offering a buy-out opportunity for parents who are considering leaving 

their current program. Mat-Su Central offers up to $500 per student to buy a family 

out from another program. This is intended for students who wish to keep resources 

they’ve acquired via another program without having to return the item(s). Mat-Su 

Central is the only program that has offered this “sign on” incentive. Should the BEST 

program adopt this incentive structure, date cutoffs need to be established to avoid 

revenue loss.  

To incentivize re-enrollment of current BEST students, BEST should model after Raven 

Correspondence by offering entry into drawings for gift cards, laptops, and iPad minis 

after parents have submitted early re-enrollment forms. The following is the 

advertisement that can be found in Raven Correspondence School’s April newsletter.  

 

 

[Fig. 41] 
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An additional incentive that BEST should consider is Pre-K scholarships. It is 

recommended that BEST offers the average scholarship amount ($250) to Pre-K 

students, with funds contingent on having an older sibling already enrolled in BEST. 

This will further solidify the relationship between BEST and the parents they serve.  

An alternative option that would provide funding for Pre-K students, yet wouldn’t cost 

the program anything, is to allow families to use a portion of funding from an enrolled 

sibling to support Pre-K materials. Mat-Su Central doesn’t provide stipends like other 

programs, but they will allow up to $500 of a family’s allotment to be reimbursed for 

a younger student.  

ACTIVITY EXPANSION 

Finally, after extensive comparison of activities offered program - by - program, it is 

clear that BEST needs to expand activity opportunities to its students to be 

competitive with alternative programs. During the research period, a meeting was 

arranged with Daniel Domke to discuss BEST activity growth. Currently, students at 

CTE have access to Advanced Technology courses, to include; Welding, Computer 

Programming, Small Engines, Automotive Technician, Emergency Trauma, Firefighter 

1, Intro to Residential Plumbing, Intro to Electrical Trades, and possibly application to 

an apprenticeship program. Additionally, pre-engineering, 3-D printing, and robotics 

could potentially be offered in a workshop format (Domke, 2015). 

Exploring this possibility is recommended, as the capital (initial investment) is already 

available for use, whereas other Fairbanks based program offices do not have 

technology resources of this capacity.  

Once BEST settles into a new location, the program should consider hosting spelling 

bees, family movie nights, and carnival festivals.  

In conclusion, BEST should contact Birch Hill Recreation Center to discuss possibilities 

of a contract to provide student ski and snowboard lessons/ski hill admission, 

leveraging large groups of student participation as a bargaining piece for discounted 

rates. If possible, contracting for a direct payment system on behalf of students for 

lessons, gear rentals, and ski passes would be an excellent benefit.   
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APPENDIX 

SURVEY 

1. What homeschool program are your students currently enrolled in? 

 

2. How many students do you have enrolled?  

 

3. I am satisfied with our current homeschool program. 

Yes 

No 

4. I feel our program respects and empowers parents to best educate 

our student(s). 

I strongly disagree. I disagree. I'm neutral. I agree. I strongly agree. 

I strongly disagree. I disagree. I'm neutral. I agree. I strongly agree. 

5. Our contact teacher is friendly and knowledgeable with respect to 

what curriculum fits our student(s) best.   

I strongly disagree.  I disagree.  I'm neutral.  I agree.  I strongly agree. 

I strongly disagree.  I disagree.  I'm neutral.  I agree.  I strongly agree. 

6. Our current program has Parent Advisory Committee(s) in place. 

Yes 

No 

Other (please specify) 

 

7. *If you answered YES to Q6, please answer the following.  I regularly 

participate in our program’s PAC. 

                                                                                          

8. *If you answered NO to Q6, please answer the following. If our 

program had an active PAC, I would be a participant. 

                                                                                          

9. I am satisfied with our family’s allotment amounts. 
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Yes 

No 

10. My family’s current program offers family pooled allotments. 

Yes 

No 

I'm not sure. 

11. I would prefer rollover allotments for my family. (Rollover meaning 

unused portions of allotments will be rolled over to the next fiscal year.) 

Yes 

No 

12. I prefer a program that offers the option to pay for activities directly 

to the vendor. 

Yes 

No 

13. I would like my student(s) to have the option to participate in courses 

at a local school, (e.g. Orchestra, art, gym...) 

I strongly disagree. I disagree. I'm neutral. I agree. I strongly agree. 

I strongly disagree. I disagree. I'm neutral. I agree. I strongly agree. 

14. I place a high priority on homeschool clubs (robotics club, lego club, 

rifle club, etc.) when choosing a homeschool program. 

I strongly disagree. I disagree. I'm neutral. I agree.  I strongly agree.  

I strongly disagree. I disagree. I'm neutral. I agree.  I strongly agree.  

15. When choosing a homeschool program, I place a high priority 

on free math, science, and art workshops offered by the program. 

I strongly disagree. I disagree. I'm neutral. I agree. I strongly agree. 

I strongly disagree. I disagree. I'm neutral. I agree. I strongly agree. 

16. If your family is currently enrolled in the FNSBSD BEST program, 

please answer the following. 
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  Response 

 

                                                                                                                                                       

                                                                            

      I am satisfied with BEST’s performance and program structure.  

 

                                                                                                                                                       

                                                    

I am satisfied with BEST's current student resources and location. Response menu 

 

                                                                                                                                                       

                                                    

I plan to re-enroll for the 2015-2016 school year. Response menu 

17. We approve of our program’s current testing requirements. 

Yes 

No 

18. Our program offers a “refusal” option for parents who do not wish 

for their student(s) to participate in state testing. 

Yes 

No 

19. We are considering changing programs if our program penalizes 

students for refusing to participate in state testing. 

Yes 

No 

20. I have heard of the FNSBSD BEST program. 

Yes 

No 

21. What do you value most in a quality homeschool program? 

 

22. What would you change about your current program?  
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23. What is your opinion of the FNSBSD BEST program? What would 

you change, if anything, about the program? 

 

PARENT COMMENTS 

What do you value most in a quality homeschool program? 

That I can teach my child and not to any test. 

Preschoolers accepted even without a older enrolled sibling and very little red tape 

Good customer service, extra-curricular classes, not tied to only four courses so we 
are able to get reimbursed for more. 

Knowledgeable staff 

We value the freedom to teach our children in a manner that suits them personally. 

Freedom and authority to decide what direction I need to go for my children. I was 
independent for 6 or 7 years before I joined BEST, so that was not negotiable in 
signing up. 

Helpful teachers,  allotment 

Flexibility for using the funds and meeting individuals needs of each student. 

Flexibility, Help with curriculum choices and suggestions, Engaging activities, Good 
relationship with staff, Quick response time to questions, 

Flexibility in allowing parents to choose a curriculum and private instructors that 
are right for their children and their preferences. I have seen first-hand how a 
curriculum has not met the needs of certain students. Being able to build a program 
and capitalize on the child's unique learning style is important. Additionally the 
option to chose a faith-based curriculum or secular program is valuable too. 

Choice of Curriculum and freedom from state testing. 

Kind, informed, educated head teachers who have the students interest as their top 
priority. 

Having the freedom to choose curriculum and a contact teacher that works with our 
family's choices. 

Social opportunities and classes 

Independence and very little oversight.  It bothers me to have my kids be 
considered public school students. 

Allotment, availability box services 

The option to choose what curricula we want. 
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Freedom to use any curriculum fits our family! 

Family choice and support from the program in regard to those choices. 

Respect to choose appropriate educational materials for my children to include 
religious materials. 

I love that our program is very hands off and that Rainbow Resource is one of the 
vendors I can order from and FOCUS pays them directly.  And that we have many 
local vendors that will bill FOCUS directly, like Wild Rose Summer Camps, Science-
Based Art and The Folk School.  FOCUS also has programs/classes for my kids to 
participate in free. 

An ample knowledge and support available if needed but only if asked for.  
Recognizing parents rights, and Internet reimbursement outside of allotment and 
assistance with obtaining college credits while in high school. 

Freedom and independence. 

Freedom of curriculum 

 

What would you change about your current program?  

Affiliation with common core, testing and student info data mining. 

N/a 

Increase allotment a little 

Nothing yet, I'm new. 

We make our own program, so nothing. 

I would like teachers to continue to learn more about the traditional model of 
homeschooling and methods of learning, they try, but it isn't their strength. 

Na 

Don't know. 

Not allowing each student to have a computer or devices needed for school, 
response time and knowledge of resources available for special needs like speech 
therapy, kindness of staff and willingness to help 

Better communication between the contact teachers, program directors, and the 
parents. There seems to be a disconnect. Information falls to the wayside and is not 
reaching parents in a timely fashion. 

State Testing requirements and higher allotment 

Nothing really comes to mind. We're very happy with IDEA 

I love being independent but would consider using a program if more classes and 
social gatherings like skate times etc were offered. 

The choice to have 100% religious curriculum if we chose. 
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Family allotment, parents can best decide where the funds will be spent. 

More student activities. And possibly higher allotment (but these are not deal 
breakers for me.) 

Better communication 

This year we were allowed to 'refuse' the test but I'm not sure what will happen 
next year when we 'refuse'.  I would like it to be an option to test and not be 
punished when we don't.  I'm not against testing but the agenda behind it with the 
data mining and tracking.  I'd like to be able to choose the test for my kids like the 
CAT 5 or 6 or the IOWA 1st or 2nd edition and turn that in for my kids. 

I love everything except...Ability to participate in local clubs and extracurricular 
classes without fee 

End government subsidized homeschooling. 

State testing policy 

 

What is your opinion of the FNSBSD BEST program? What would you 

change, if anything, about the program?  

No opinion 

N/a 

I don't know very much about BEST but I've heard good things. 

I am not familiar with it. 

See above. Also, I am concerned about the future of testing, but I am waiting to see 

what happens higher up (legislature/DEED) before I make any decisions. I have 

appreciated the policies of curriculum ownership with BEST, and the availability of 

district opportunities with classes. The staff is fantastic, and their goal really seems 

to be to give kids the opportunity to excel, no matter why they are being 

homeschooled, and I can appreciate that. 

I don't know much, but have heard that it is a good program AND it is easy for a 

student to participate in public school activities like music. 

Not familiar with the program but am interested in finding out more 

Increase allotment for high school students to cover expenses of college classes if 

they chose to take them. One American Sign Language Class cost me about $1000 at 

UAF for my 11th grader to take. I had to pay out of my own pocket the difference. 

If BEST increased their high school allotments, I would consider placing my children 

in the program. 
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I would be willing to do the yearly testing as long as it's purely a proven test on 

academics and not a social experiment with data mining included.  I would also be 

willing to submit 2x yearly progress reports, but not quarterly. 

no that familiar with them 

They need more knowledge of homeschooling practices and they need to get away 

from putting everything through the lens of traditional classroom instruction. 

I haven't formed an opinion yet 

End the program altogether. These families are tricked into thinking that they are 

homeschooling when their children are really public school students in a non-

tradtional environment. All you think about is enrollment numbers for more state 

monies. Programs such as this are, in part, what has caused our state's fiscal 

calamities, especially in education. 
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